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Chapter 2431: The past from over a decade ago (12) 

Huang Yueli completely understood what happened when she heard this. 

“In this way, Father you’ve obtained Sage Yu Xu’s inheritance which was why you are able to survive 

even after you were heavily injured? Moreover you have also obtained the ability to become such a 

powerful top rated practitioner and Array Grandmaster!” 

No wonder, Bai Liufeng had become so incredible. 

Back then in South Yue Kingdom, although he was one of the best genius practitioners in South Sky 

Region, but as compared to those top rated exponents in Sky Emperor City, the disparity was just too 

huge, not to mention having to rough it out with Lord Zhan! 

Bai Liufeng nodded his head and said, “That’s right, but the matter isn’t as simple as what you think… 

Sage Yu Xu’s cultivation methods are mainly based on using calm to stop movements and during 

cultivation, one must quieten your heart and enter a state of non-self and also be desolated from the 

world. This was why he created this cave dwelling which ordinary people would not be able to find. Back 

then I was on the verge of death so I didn’t consider so much and could only grab the uppermost 

cultivation method to cultivate. Whoever knew that this one cultivation made me enter a realm and in a 

blink of an eye, ten years went by…..” 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying gave an enlightened expression, “No wonder you hadn’t been back to South 

Yue Kingdom for the past ten over years, so… it’s because you were in closed door cultivation inside the 

cave dwelling!” 

Bai Liufeng added, “Initially, I didn’t expected that this closed door cultivation would use up such a long 

amount of time because on Sage Yu Xu’s manuscript, it was written that the better the practitioner’s 

innate talent, the first time one entered the realm would be much longer. Whereas I am not really an 

especially outstanding talent in Soaring Heavens Continent, so in the eyes of God Realm, I shouldn’t be 

considered as anything. But in the end whoever knew that this closed door cultivation lasted for ten 

years…..” 

Huang Yueli smiled when she heard that, “This means to say that Father’s innate talent is still very 

strong! Only thing is that the cultivation methods and inheritances in Soaring Heavens Continent isn’t 

able to display your advantages out well!” 

Bai Liufeng smiled, “I’m afraid it is so.” 

Suddenly at the next moment, he kept away his smile, “When I woke up again, my potential had 

increased greatly and I had broken through to ninth stage realm peak, raising an entire large realm! But I 

wasn’t happy for too long because I was terrified to find out that my hair and beard was a few meters 

long, entirely looking like a barbarian from the Eastern Ocean archipelago! I instantly realised that the 

closed door cultivation that I had gone into had been extremely long…” 

He looked at Huang Yueli, “I didn’t know how many years had gone by and was afraid of how you were 

in Valiant Martial Manor so I immediately headed back to South Yue Kingdom. But I didn’t manage to 

find you. Your Second Uncle said you were engaged to the Emperor’s Second Prince and even said the 



Second Prince’s innate talent was excellent which was extremely compatible with you. The both of you 

even joined South Sky Region’s Number One Sect Celestial Light Sect. I also went over to Celestial Light 

Sect to find out but Celestial Light Sect’s disciples said you had gone on experience learning and had not 

returned. On one hand, I missed your mother and on the other hand, I felt that it was normal for 

practitioners to go on experience learning so I left first…..” 

When Bai Liufeng said to this point, he stopped with his face filled with self-resentment. 

“It’s all your Father’s fault for believing in others! I feel that Bai Liujing is your biological uncle and will 

not possibly harm you! I also thought that he was able to let you join Celestial Light Sect and that was 

considered as nurturing you properly… whoever knew that the truth behind the scenes is so 

inconceivable!” 

Huang Yueli saw his extremely frustrated look and hurriedly stood up as she headed up to hold his 

hands. 

“Father, don’t think too much, it’s not your fault! It’s Second Uncle and the others for being too 

shameless! Moreover speaking, aren’t I right here in one piece?” 

Chapter 2432: Full of doubtful points (1) 

Bai Liufeng sighed and patted her hands, “Lass Li don’t worry, Father will not let you feel aggrieved 

again! When I return to South Yue Kingdom, I will definitely make those people who have harmed you 

pay the price!” 

His face was filled with anger but Huang Yeuli didn’t mind it at all. 

“This… actually there’s not much difference since this matter has already passed. Based on my ability 

and status now, dealing with them instead gives them too much face!” 

Bai Liufeng apparently didn’t agree to this but he didn’t say much. 

Huang Yueli continued, “Then after Father left South Yue Kingdom, you returned to Lone Sky Summit 

again?” 

Bai Liufeng nodded his head, “Yes, ten years had passed in a flash and your mother disappeared for a 

total of fourteen years and she had never once appeared so I was really worried that she’s already…. but 

I will not give up as long as I haven’t seen it with my own eyes! So I returned to Lone Sky Summit once 

again and this time, I have Sage Yu Xu’s inheritance. Moreover, I myself am an Array Master so after 

researching on his manual, my array mastery improved by leaps and bounds.” 

“Moreover I was even more careful now. Ever since I infiltrated the Snow Phoenix Palace, I would make 

preparations and at the same time, record down all the arrays and mechanisms that I saw, referring to 

Sage Yu Xu’s manuscript to research on a decoding method. I have been in and out of Snow Phoenix 

Palace multiple times and this time I gradually understood the topography and at the same time, 

discovered the Blood Moon Spell in the deepest abyss of the underground palace!” 

“But I tried many ways to find out where your mother was locked up in but I was still unable to locate 

her position…” 

Saying that he frowned slightly, apparently feeling slightly troubled. 



Li Moying’s right hand clenched into fists and his finger tapped on the table as he muttered softly and 

said, “Father-in-law, have you ever considered the fact that, had Mother-in-law… met with some kind of 

danger? After all, Lord Zhan is such a heartless and unscrupulous person, and there are many lost souls 

in the Blood Moon Spell, Mother-in-law has also gone missing for ten over years…..” 

When Bai Liufeng heard that, he immediately said, “Impossible! I don’t believe that such a thing 

happened!” 

Huang Yueli also couldn’t help but poked Li Moying. 

Saying such things in front of Bai Liufeng, wasn’t it adding oil to fire? 

Bai Liufeng had such deep feelings towards Huang Siluo, how could he possibly consider the fact that 

she had already died? Even if this was a high possibly thing, they shouldn’t even say it out at all! 

Li Moying saw his little fox baring her fangs and instantly shut up his mouth. 

Although Bai Liufeng’s first reaction was intense, but he quickly calmed down and said, “I said Siluo is 

fine, not because I’m self-comforting myself. It is because I had once overheard two Sacred Phoenix 

Race’s clansmen’s conversation, saying that after your mother was captured, she had been placed under 

house arrest and could not leave Snow Phoenix Palace. But from what they said, she didn’t seem to have 

suffered much torment physically.” 

Huang Yueli also heaved a sigh of relief when she heard that, but at the same time she was puzzled, “But 

why did Lord Zhan show Mother mercy? Mother’s innate talent is so high, there’s no reason why he 

would let her off?” 

Bai Liufeng shook his head and stared at Huang Yueli for a moment, and he looked as though he set his 

determination and said, “Of course Lord Zhan will not do anything to your mother, because… he is your 

mother’s biological brother…” 

“What???” Huang Yueli almost fell down from the chair! 

Today Bai Liufeng’s story was filled with unexpected turns around each new peak but what truly left her 

astounded was this sentence!! 

Lord Zhan was her mother’s biological brother? How was this possible? 

Didn’t that mean to say… 

Chapter 2433: Full of doubtful points (2) 

Huang Yueli looked at Bai Liufeng in disbelief. 

Bai Liufeng nodded his head gradually, “That’s right, Lord Zhan is actually your biological uncle…” 

“How… How could there be such a thing??” Huang Yueli’s lips twitched as her words were a little 

incomprehensible. 

Bai Liufeng said, “When I first found out about this, I was also very surprised but later on I thought about 

it, it was just reasonable but there were many small traces that I had previously neglected. Your mother 

was one of the Sacred Phoenix Race’s branch clan leader’s daughter in Soaring Heavens Continent so her 



bloodline was exceptionally noble and with an extremely high innate talent, she had an excellent 

position in the clan. Hence when she eloped with someone, the entire Sacred Phoenix Race spared no 

effort in searching for her!” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, her thoughts underwent a change and she also thought it through. 

No wonder her blood was so useful and she could enter the Sacred Phoenix Race’s inheritance tower as 

she wished, and even activate many secret paths mechanisms in Snow Phoenix Race. 

So, it was because her mother’s status was extremely high! All this was because of heredity! 

She was letting her thoughts run wild but she immediately shook her head, “I don’t dare guarantee, that 

Lord Zhan would even resort to using such an evil method like the Blood Moon Great Array to draw out 

a practitioner’s spiritual root to refine medication, this kind of person… will he really care for his blood 

relatives?” 

Hearing this, Bai Liufeng’s body shook, as a cold glare flashed past his eyes! 

But very quickly, he controlled himself. 

This kind of cold and harsh expression only lasted for less than a second, so even Huang Yueli or Li 

Moying had not detected it. 

When he recollected his senses, Bai Liufeng’s voice was still as peaceful, “Anyway, you don’t need to 

worry. Based on the leads that I have, I have enough faith that Lord Zhan will temporarily not injure your 

mother… but it’s not an easy matter to try and save her. Snow Phoenix Palace’s interior is so 

complicated that it has surpassed your imagination and I’ve spent several years’ time but still haven’t 

been able to grasp it totally.” 

Huang Yueli suddenly thought of something as her eyes shone. 

“Right Father, the last time when I accidentally entered the Snow Phoenix Palace, I had once chanced 

upon a mechanism distribution map, and although it’s just a portion of the map, but it should be of use 

right?” 

As Huang Yueli was speaking, she retrieved a piece of lambskin scroll from her interspatial ring, which 

was the same one that she had passed to Liu Buyan some time ago. 

Bai Liufeng received it and took a brief look and a smile instantly showed on his face. 

“This is indeed very useful! After all I’m just an Array Master and don’t really understand the 

mechanisms very well and there are some places which I totally couldn’t understand but if we combine 

it with this map, it will reap great rewards! The only unfortunate thing is that this only has maps on the 

upper levels of the underground palace…” 

“Underground palace’s upper levels?” Huang Yueli was stunned and instantly understood, “So, the place 

where we entered was only the upper level of the underground palace! No wonder I somehow feel that 

the Snow Phoenix Palace’s structure is a little strange. So this means that the Blood Moon Great Array is 

in the lower level of the underground palace?” 



Bai Liufeng shook his head, “No, the position of the Blood Moon Great Array is in the middle level of the 

Snow Phoenix Palace and there are different arrays and pill refining rooms beside it. I’ve already found 

out the basic positions. But below this level, there’s still the lower level of the underground palace!” 

Chapter 2434: Full of doubtful points (3) 

Hearing that, even for an Armament Grandmaster like Huang Yueli, she also expressed a shocked and 

astounded expression. 

“Snow Phoenix Palace is actually split up into three levels! This…. indeed is a historical remains left 

behind from the ancient times!” 

In such a cold place like the Northern Ice Fields, it was originally a very difficult thing to construct a 

palace underground because the ice layers below the ground were often not stable. Even if the 

Armament Masters’ blueprint design was extremely perfect, but when they really started to build, it was 

very difficult to attain the expected result. 

But Sacred Phoenix Race’s Snow Phoenix Palace was not only constructed underground, moreover it 

was three levels deep! 

The connecting mechanisms between the three layers was exceptionally complicated and if she hadn’t 

witnessed it personally, Huang Yueli would not dare to believe that such a thing could have happened. 

Bai Liufeng said, “Based on my understanding, your mother should be trapped in the third level of the 

underground palace but I’ve tried many ways and still can’t find a way to infiltrate the third level 

without alarming Lord Zhan because there are a few mechanisms which are too difficult to decode…” 

Huang Yueli hurriedly said, “Father don’t worry, I’m an experienced Armament Master and I have 

researched extensively on various mechanisms and coincidentally you are an Array Master so if the both 

of us work together and do an extensive research on this, we will definitely be able to find a way!” 

Bai Liufeng took a look at her, as he replied in an unsure manner, “Let’s hope so, anyway, we will try our 

best…” 

It wasn’t that he didn’t trust his daughter but Huang Yueli had already displayed her excellent 

cultivational innate talent and moreover she was an extremely talented Pill Master, to be able to attain 

these two points simultaneously, it was already shocking enough! Now she actually said that she was an 

experienced Armament Master?? 

From what Bai Liufeng thought, no matter how talented Huang Yueli was, at most she was only versed in 

rough armament refining skills but to attain to eighth or ninth rank, or even decode mechanisms in a 

historical remain like Snow Phoenix Palace, that was purely thinking too much! 

Huang Yueli knew that he didn’t believe in her and didn’t make any extra explanations. Anyway facts 

speak louder than words so by then, her father would understand. 

After Bai Liufeng finished talking about the whole sequence of events, his expression apparently was 

much more relaxed. 

“These matters had been kept in Father’s heart for many years and I don’t know who I can tell so this 

time I am able to say it all out, I feel more relaxed…” 



Huang Yueli’s brows rose as she shot out in ridicule, “Father, you still dare to say such a thing! I’ve asked 

you so many times and you refused to tell me the truth!” 

Bai Liufeng sighed, “Isn’t it because I don’t want you to get worried? If we want to save your mother, 

then we will need to face a strong opponent like Lord Zhan! Moreover he’s not the only top expert in 

Snow Phoenix Palace. Sacred Phoenix Race have all outstanding innate talents and the strong 

practitioners in the clan are like clouds. I’ve even seen quite a number of Seven Sacred Lands’ 

practitioners being expelled by them!” 

Speaking of this, his expression turned extremely solemn, “That’s right, Lass Li, Father is telling you all 

these is because I don’t want you to continue guessing blindly! But you’re not allowed to join in all these 

matters! When this lad surnamed Li has almost recovered, you will return to Sky Emperor City!” 

Huang Yueli was stumped, “Huh? Why? Father, my mother is still trapped in Snow Phoenix Palace, how 

can I possibly leave like that? No way, I want to stay here and help you save Mother together!” 

“Preposterous!” 

Bai Liufeng banged the table and gave her a fierce stare as he unleashed his Profound Energy, his aura 

pressuring them. 

“Snow Phoenix Palace is not a place where a young lass like you can fool around. You’ve already seen 

how scary that Blood Moon Great Array is, hurry on and return back!” 

Chapter 2435: Full of doubtful points (4) 

However, Huang Yueli wouldn’t possibly be scared by this. 

Her expression remained extremely peaceful as she spoke out respectfully, “Father, don’t treat me like a 

child! I am also a practitioner and moreover I am not a practitioner who has low ability. The experiences 

that I’ve been through these few years are much more than you can imagine! It’s merely a Blood Moon 

Great Array, it’s totally nothing!” 

Including her past life, the experience learning trips and experiences were probably much richer than 

what Bai Liufeng had encountered. 

Moreover, to back out once she met with difficulties was not her style. 

No matter what, the one trapped in the Snow Phoenix Palace was her mother, and the one working out 

a strategy on the outside was her father! 

If she were to run back to Sky Emperor City on her own like this, what kind of person would she 

become? 

Bai Liufeng raved, “I said no means no! What does a young lass like you know! Moreover, you’re only in 

the seventh stage realm now, this bit of ability, even if you enter with me, you’d only drag my feet. Can’t 

you just let your father be a little less worried??” 

Huang Yueli pouted, “Father don’t worry, I will not drag your feet! You see that I went on experience 

with Moying and the others, and we also entered the Snow Phoenix Palace together! They didn’t even 

slight me for dragging their feet!” 



“Anyway…. still no!” Bai Liufeng didn’t allow any areas for rebuttal as he rejected instantly! 

“Don’t ever mention this to Father anymore! Anyway, you can only stay here until this stinky brat’s 

illness has completely recovered! Alright, now I want to rest, the both of you can leave here now!” 

Bai Liufeng was completely muddled now that he even forgot that he usually hated Huang Yueli 

spending time alone with Li Moying the most, and now he actually asked them to leave together! 

Huang Yueli was speechless and she kept on persuading Bai Liufeng but the other party seemed as 

though he had steeled his heart as there was no space for discussion at all. 

In the end, Bai Liufeng started to get impatient and personally prepared to chase them off. 

Seeing them both about to be swept out, Huang Yueli then shot a cry for help using her eyes to Li 

Moying who was beside her. 

Li Moying comforted her as she squeezed her little hand and had a brief thought before opening his 

mouth, “Father-in-law, please don’t be anxious. You don’t wish for Li’er to take the risk and I have the 

same thinking in mind so I will find a way to help you convince her. But…” 

Bai Liufeng swept his eyes onto him, “But what? You lad is still understanding but I will not let my Lass Li 

marry you just because you did such a small thing!” 

Li Moying had a righteous young lad’s face on, “You’re mistaken, I don’t mean it in that way. I only 

wanted to say that this illness of mine will take at least two months to recuperate, otherwise if we were 

to travel through the freezing zone, we might easily fall into danger. Since we’re going to stay for a while 

longer and we have nothing much to do, why not just let Li’er help you with some research and see how 

to decode Snow Phoenix Race’s mechanisms. You might not know that Li’er’s armament refining skills 

are really very strong, even much stronger than her pill refining skills!” 

When Li Moying said that, Huang Yeuli’s eyes shone as she turned her head around and used a 

worshipping gaze to look at him! 

Indeed the man whom she had taken fancy to, he was much craftier and slyer than her! 

Taking two months to recuperate, he really speaks without thinking! 

Liu Buyan had just said this yesterday that the man’s recuperation was getting along very well and even 

if they were to set off for Sky Emperor City today, there wouldn’t be any problem! 

Now he put it in this way because they needed a reason to keep staying here, to first let Huang Yueli 

take part in the decoding of the mechanism and the more she understood, the more things she could 

partake in so Bai Liufeng would not be able to chase her away easily! 

Chapter 2436: Full of doubtful points (5) 

Bai Liufeng was indeed quite stirred up by these words. 

His mechanism skills standard wasn’t quite there and that had always been a point which he had been 

extremely melancholic about and it was the same thing which made him met with quite a number of 

troubles when he entered and left the Snow Phoenix Palace. 



If Huang Yueli indeed had such a high armament refining standard as what they claimed, then with her 

help, it would definitely reduce his work by half while doubling the effectiveness! 

Most importantly, they were just researching on the map in the cave dwelling and there was no danger 

associated with this at all. 

To allow his daughter to come out with a part in saving her mother, this proposal was doable….. 

Thinking of this, Bai Liufeng was finally convinced as he nodded his head, “Alright, since you are so 

confident of your armament refining skills, then from tomorrow onwards, you will come in the morning 

to examine the Snow Phoenix Palace’s topography with Father in detail, and start cultivating in the 

afternoon!” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head and smiled as she agreed. 

Bai Liufeng revealed a satisfied look when he heard Li Moying opening his mouth to say, “Alright, since 

Father-in-law has already finished talking about his matters, Li’er’s cultivation task has also completed 

for the say, then let’s make a move first…..” 

Saying that, he turned towards Huang Yueli and lowered his voice while speaking out pitifully, “Li’er, I’m 

hungry…” 

Huang Yueli instantly let out an “Ah” sound as she spoke out in dissatisfaction, “You haven’t taken 

anything and you came over? And you even drank such strong alcoholic wine! Your illness has just 

started to get better and you’re already in a haste to court disaster? Quickly hurry back and I’ll cook 

something for you to eat…” 

She pulled Li Moying and was in a hurry to leave. 

Bai Liufeng had just solved the most pressing matter as he finally could put down the huge stone in his 

heart and finally realised that his own daughter had been abducted by that stinky brat again. 

He hurriedly coughed out, “Lass Li, you’re leaving just like this? Father still has a few ancient manuals 

here that you can cultivate with…” 

Li Moying unhurriedly butted in, “Father-in-law, earlier you asked us to quickly leave right? As juniors, of 

course we cannot defy your orders and will immediately leave, please don’t worry about it!” 

Bai Liufeng choked as he almost couldn’t breathe! 

Relax! Relax his head! 

Earlier he was afraid that Huang Yueli would insist on staying behind to save her mother, hence he 

wanted to dismiss them but now that he thought back about it, he had indeed said the wrong thing! 

But whatever he said now was too late, he was actually rendered speechless by this stinky brat that he 

couldn’t say a single word out! 

Bai Liufeng could only look at his precious daughter pulling that stink brat’s hand as the both of them 

started to leave the courtyard, in an extremely stifled feeling in his heart. 



What he didn’t knew was when they returned to Li Moying’s room, Huang Yueli’s first sentence was to 

ask, “Moying, do you feel that what Father said, was the truth or a lie?” 

Her brows creased together as her eyes were filled with puzzlement. 

Li Moying grabbed her little hand and pulled her to sit beside him as he spoke out softly, “Majority of 

the things that your father said should be the truth, especially the matters before he went into closed 

door cultivation, it should all be real and when he returned to South Yue Kingdom to look for you, he 

had just missed us so more or less, it should be true. Only…. when he returned to the Northern Ice Fields 

and what happened later on… these matters, even I also can’t be sure if it’s true or fake.” 

Huang Yueli nodded, “That’s right, your thinking is the same as mine! I somehow feel that some of the 

things that Father said seems a little strange somewhere but yet I can’t speak it out clearly.” 

Her brows furrowed as she pondered and continued to say, “Let’s not talk about the others, just focus 

on the fact that there are so many mechanisms in Snow Phoenix Palace and how sinister Lord Zhan is. 

Father had gone into the Snow Phoenix Palace so many times, how could he totally not notice it at all?” 

Chapter 2437: Full of doubtful points (6) 

“Another example, Father said many things about the Sacred Phoenix Race and he even knew that 

Mother and Lord Zhan are biological siblings! These are Sacred Phoenix Race’s secrets so how would 

their clansmen possibly just shoot their mouths off casually, and just coincidentally happened that 

Father eavesdropped on them?” 

Huang Yueli’s face was filled with worried, “Anyway, Father’s words contain too many suspicious points 

so he is definitely hiding something!” 

Li Moying thought for a second and said, “What you say is correct. We’ve gone such a big round in Snow 

Phoenix Palace and other than Lord Zhan, we totally didn’t see any other clansmen from Sacred Phoenix 

Race, so where could your father have heard this from?” 

“Why is Father trying to deceive us?” Huang Yueli bit her lips. 

Li Moying patted her little hand and said, “I’m guessing that your father still doesn’t want you to get 

involved in these matters! According to my deduction, he had likely crossed hands with Lord Zhan 

numerous times and moreover the situation was extremely precarious so he was able to get so much 

news. But he had intentionally concealed this portion of truth as he’s worried that you will insist on 

staying to help him!” 

Huang Yueli nodded, “That’s right, this matter should be like this…. but I’ve already used both the carrot 

and stick approach for so long and yet Father is still unwilling to tell the truth. I think even if I keep 

forcing him, it will be of no use…. Following this, what should we do?” 

Li Moying’s lips curled into a smile as he didn’t mind too much on this, “Following this… haven’t I already 

said earlier? As long as my Soul Detachment Illness doesn’t recover, we will not be able to leave this 

place so do try and sound out your father a little more, hopefully you will be able to make him change 

his mind…” 

LiMoying’s meaning was naturally to continue pretending to be sick! 



Under normal circumstances, Bai Liufeng would not believe in this, no matter how good Li Moying’s 

acting skills were, it was useless. 

But now the situation was, Bai Liufeng and Huang Yueli had been separated for many years and his 

subconscious definitely wanted to interact with his daughter for a longer period of time, so even if he 

didn’t believe it, he would most likely not expose this….. 

Huang Yueli took a look at him as she was a little hesitant, “But Moying, in this way, we will have to stay 

here for a longer period of time! You’ve left Blue Profound Sect for such a long time, are you truly 

assured? Why not… you head back first and I’ll try to think of a way to convince my father?” 

Li Moying shook his head firmly, “No, I will stay and accompany you! Don’t worry, Blue Profound Sect’s 

matters, I have already made arrangements and it’s just nice that I don’t want to go back too early….” 

Saying that, his eyes flashed past a cold glint which made one felt silently alarmed!” 

Huang Yueli jolted as she seemed to have thought of something and didn’t continue. 

… 

On the second day, Li Moying’s illness started to recur. 

Liu Buyan was shocked by them and hurriedly ran over to do a consultation for him, but in the end he 

discovered that everything was just a false alarm, there was totally nothing wrong with Li Moying! 

Liu Buyan’s face has a ghastly expression, “Li Moying, what are you trying to play at? Trying to injure 

yourself to gain sympathy? I’m telling you, don’t you even think of tricking my Junior Sister, I will 

definitely expose you!” 

“Who are you trying to expose? Senior Brother?” His words just ended and Huang Yueli walked out 

behind him with a beaming smile. 

Liu Buyan was stunned, totally not expecting her to know about this! 

Momentarily, he totally didn’t understand what they were trying to do! 

Huang Yueli gave a simple explanation to him and he understood what was going on. 

Moreover, Liu Buyan also expressed his own doubts, “I was saying, although your father indeed treats 

you truly, but something seemed off somewhere.” 

Chapter 2438: Return back to Blue Profound Sect (1) 

He paused and continued, “I’ve been pondering over this for several days! Now that I hear you saying 

these, it all links up now. Have you ever thought of the day when Marquis Bai saved us, why did he need 

to enter the Blood Moon Great Array? Why had he gone there for? That kind of place, even for a strong 

practitioner like him, would also cause injuries and if there’s no motive, he would absolutely not run 

about recklessly!” 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying both nodded their heads, acknowledging what he said. 

“Then in this case, my father must have some important matter to settle on that day but because of 

saving us, it interrupted his plan. Moreover these few days he had also been staying in the cave dwelling 



and not left at all, as though he had totally forgotten about the matter that he didn’t settle on that 

day…. Is he afraid that I will find out?” Huang Yueli continued talking and an enlightened look appeared 

on her face. 

Li Moying nodded slightly, “Looks like the matter is exactly like this! 

The next day, Huang Yueli discovered that Li Moying had already sent Cang Po Jun back to Sky Emperor 

City, only leaving Cang Po Hun by his side. 

Whereas Huang Yueli originally wanted to make Liu Buyan head back first, deeply worried that it might 

delay his official matters but Liu Buyan insisted on staying behind. 

Seeing Huang Yueli disagree with it, he immediately casted out his reason, “You say, if I the Divine 

Doctor were to leave, would your father believe that Li Moying was still sick?” 

What he said was logical and Huang Yueli didn’t have any other things to say against that, so she could 

only allow him to do as he wished. 

Liu Buyan would come over to do the consultation for Li Moying every day and also prescribed quite a 

number of medicinal pills for him. 

But ever since he had the experience of being schemed by him, Li Moying totally rejected all the 

medicinal pills he had taken out, and threw it all aside. 

Whereas to Li Moying, he would soon realise what was called moving the stone to crush his own feet. 

He thought that in this period of time while they were cultivating in the cave dwelling, he would be able 

to see Huang Yueli all the time, to have a pretty lady staying by his side but the truth had proven that he 

was thinking too much! 

Bai Liufeng didn’t see eye to eye with him and would always find various reasons to get Huang Yueli to 

his courtyard, trying ways and means to separate the both of them. 

He arranged Huang Yueli’s room to be next to his and insisted on sleeping only after she had 

extinguished the light in her room. 

Li Moying had no way to abduct his little fox in the day so he could only learn to be a flower thief trying 

to sneak on the beauty at night, but unfortunately his father-in-law’s ability was even stronger than his, 

so in ten times that he tried, he would always be caught red-handed nine times! If it wasn’t for Huang 

Yueli who pleaded for him, he would have been beaten up so badly that he would not be able to take 

care of himself. 

Since they couldn’t sleep together at night, surely they could meet in the daytime, right? 

However, the truth wasn’t so. 

Every single morning, Huang Yueli would be called over by Bai Liufeng, to study Snow Phoenix Palace’s 

mechanisms and arrays. 



Huang Yueli had entered the Snow Phoenix Palace once and even conveniently took a set of the 

underground palace’s first storey’s map, but these as compared to the information that Bai Liufeng had, 

was just one hair from nine oxen. 

Every single time Bai Liufeng entered the Snow Phoenix Palace, he would always record down the 

mechanisms and arrays that he had discovered in detail through drawings and words, especially those 

that he couldn’t decode, he would attempt several times, thereby obtaining many useful information. 

After so many years of accumulation, he had already consolidated it into thick bundles of information. 

Huang Yueli had always been interested in abstruse and novel ancient mechanisms, the only thing was 

she rarely could get such detailed information. 

Now that she had obtained Bai Liufeng’s drawings, and was overjoyed as she spent so much time on 

researching these mechanisms and arrays until she forgot to eat or sleep. 

Bai Liufeng was again deeply shocked by her profound knowledge of armament refining! 

Chapter 2439: Return back to Blue Profound Sect (2) 

Other than that, every afternoon, Bai Liufeng would still draw out time specially to impart various Sacred 

Phoenix Race’s cultivation methods, that he had stolen from Snow Phoenix Palace, to Huang Yueli. 

These cultivation methods and Profound Skills, naturally couldn’t be compared to Huang Yueli’s <<Nine 

Phoenix Transformations>> but they were all suited for Sacred Phoenix Race to cultivate. 

Huang Yueli’s innate talent was outstanding and she was able to comprehend by analogy so her learning 

speed was extremely fast. Moreover these black grade cultivation skills were all inherited from God 

Realm and those made up for the shortcoming she had in cultivation. 

Under two-phase contrast, her cultivation speed had increased at god speed and she quickly shot up to 

seventh stage realm peak, charging towards eight stage realm at any moment! 

But in this way, both researching arrays and cultivation had already occupied most of Huang Yueli’s time 

and she totally had no time to care about Li Moying. 

For a total of two months, Li Moying wasn’t even able to have a meal that his little fox cooked! 

Of course Bai Liufeng had done this intentionally and he had done this, originally to see Li Moying’s 

furious look. 

However, out of his expectations, Li Moying’s performance was rather peaceful. 

He would take the chance while Huang Yueli was resting during lunch break, to check on her. During 

other times he would silently return to his own courtyard to cultivate. 

In this way, two months had passed and Li Moying’s cultivation had also improved swiftly, directly 

ascending from ninth stage realm fifth level to ninth stage realm eighth level! 

One reason for this was because the Heaven and Earth Profound Qi’s density in Northern Ice Fields was 

extremely high while another reason was because during the period of time when Li Moying was 



seriously ill, he could not cultivate nor advance in level but he was still able to absorb the Heaven and 

Earth Profound Qi. Those had all gathered inside his body but he was unable to use it for himself. 

The moment his Soul Detachment Illness had been treated, it had absolved the restraint on not being 

able to cultivate, these Profound Qi which had been gathered had all been turned into Profound Energy 

within his meridians in a short amount of time, hence Li Moying’s cultivation had progressed rapidly. 

Bai Liufeng appeared to slight Li Moying but he had been observing him secretly. 

Seeing that Li Moying not only had outstanding innate talent, his cultivation speed was extremely fast 

and moreover he especially respected Huang Yueli, supporting her cultivation advancement. 

As time went by, Bai Liufeng felt that this prospective son-in-law wasn’t too bad, and he couldn’t pick 

out any problems with him in various aspects. 

But although he had silently consented to Li Moying in his heart, he didn’t show it out and usually he 

would still treat Li Moying with a neither cold nor hot treatment. 

… 

On a certain day one month later, Li Moying went to look for Huang Yueli in the afternoon. 

Usually at this time, she should have already ended the morning’s research on the mechanisms. 

But that day, when Li Moying just entered the room, he heard the father and daughter arguing. 

“Father, I feel that your analysis here isn’t correct. This array’s use doesn’t seem like what you deduced, 

otherwise the last time you went to Snow Phoenix Palace, you wouldn’t have triggered the array and 

had no choice but to escape!” Huang Yueli’s crisp voice was heard. 

Bai Liufeng’s voice was filled with puzzlement, “I also suspect that this part of the array patterns has a 

problem, but… if it isn’t used for concealment, what else can it be used for? I’ve thought over this for 

several months but still couldn’t find a way to decode it…. Lass Li, you also have no idea?” 

Huang Yueli shook her head, “Father, I’ve already said this long ago, I’m an Armament Master! Towards 

array skills, I only know a little and there are many things that Father, you have taught me instead!” 

Bai Liufeng couldn’t help but frown, “Then what should we do?” 

Chapter 2440: Return back to Blue Profound Sect (3) 

Hearing their conversation, Li Moying couldn’t help but give a cough as he interrupted them. 

“Father-in-law, if you don’t mind…. Actually, I have a suggestion…..” 

Bai Liufeng’s train of thoughts was interrupted by him and displeasure was reflected on his face as he 

lifted his head and looked at Li Moying, “You lad, you’re not an Array Master! What suggestion could 

you possibly have?” 

Li Moying gave a faint smile and said, “Although I am not an Array Master, but I know an outstanding 

Array Master whose standard is comparable to you!” 



Bai Liufeng frowned as he spoke in a slightly distrustful tone, “How is that possible? My Array skills…. It’s 

not that I think too highly of myself, but those Array Masters who can be compared to me, there aren’t 

many in Soaring Heavens Continent! Unless… right, you’re from Blue Profound Sect…..” 

His eyes slowly widened as he thought of something. 

Huang Yueli also reacted to it and said, “What Moying said is right, I am really muddled and haven’t even 

thought of this! Father, Blue Profound Sect’s Second Guardian Cang Po Yu is Soaring Heavens 

Continent’s Number One Array Master now! Although his standard might not be as high you, but his 

ability remained very strong and moreover he is extremely knowledgeable and he has read many 

ancient manuals. If he is here, we might be able to find a new train of thoughts, unfortunately…..” 

Speaking of this, she frowned again. 

Cang Po Yu was left behind in Blue Profound Sect and the distance from here was a few hundred 

thousand miles apart! 

Even if they were to send the letter out now, to ask Cang Po Yu to head over from Sky Emperor City 

now, the travel time would take at least one month… 

Moreover Cang Po Yu was now the substitute Sovereign in-charge and he absolutely could not leave the 

sect on his own, otherwise there would be no one to helm over the entire Blue Profound Sect and 

everything would be in chaos! 

Bai Liufeng was first delighted but immediately after he also thought of this point so he shook his head, 

“Guardian Yu’s name is famed throughout and it would be best if we had his best but he’s probably in 

Sky Emperor City now right? He isn’t of any help!” 

Li Moying smiled as he spoke out in an unhurried tone, “If we wanted Cang Po Yu to come to the 

Northern Ice Fields, it indeed isn’t practical but you can go back to Blue Profound Sect with us? Our 

entire Sect will treat you as our distinguished guest and you can also slowly discuss in detail with 

Guardian Yu. Moreover, there are plenty of high ranked Array Masters and Armament Masters in Sky 

Emperor City and if there are any unsolvable problems, you can find more people to research on this 

together.” 

Huang Yueli looked at Li Moying in astonishment when she heard that. 

They exchanged information through their eyes, Li Moying winked with his eyes and Huang Yueli 

instantly got it. 

Two months had passed and she had tried many ways to glean information from Bai Liufeng but his lips 

were tight, totally not revealing a single word at all so somehow she wasn’t able to find any news of 

value. 

Seeing Li Moying’s illness to not be able to keep up with the pretence, this matter still hadn’t got any 

progress so these few days she had been worried, thinking of sneaking out to discuss with Li Moying 

during one of the nights! 

In the end, Li Moying seemed as though he knew the art of reading one’s heart, before she had even 

gone to ask, he had already thought of an idea. 



Huang Yueli immediately smiled, “What Moying said is correct! Father, haven’t you always been worried 

about me being together with Moying, worried that he will bully me? Why not you come with us to Blue 

Profound Sect and check his background so if he plans to do anything bad behind my back, you can 

expose him and help me vent my anger!” 

 


